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Fundamental results of Tannaka duality include the reconstruction of a
coalgebra in the category of vector spaces from its category of representations
equipped with the forgetful functor, and the characterization of those categories
equipped with a functor into the category of vector spaces which are equivalent to
the category of representations of some coalgebra.
This paper generalizes these results by replacing the category of vector spaces by
an arbitrary monoidal category and replacing coalgebras by their several-object
analogue. Applications include providing sufficient conditions on a small R-linear
category to ensure that its category of presheaves is equivalent to the category of
representations of some R-coalgebra. In particular we construct an R-coalgebra
whose category of representations is equivalent to the category of chain complexes
over R.  2000 Academic Press
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gory; V-actegory.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper and its sequels [McC99b, McC99c] report on the results of
the author’s doctoral thesis [McC99a].
Given a coalgebra C in the category of (complex) vector spaces, one may
form the category Comodf (C) of finite dimensional representations of C,
which has a forgetful functor into the category Vectf of finite dimensional
vector spaces. Conversely, given a category C equipped with a functor
X : C  Vectf , one may form the coalgebra End6(X ) in the category of
vector spaces. A fundamental result [JS91, Section 6, Proposition 5] of
Tannaka duality is that when X is the forgetful functor Comodf (C) 
Vectf , the coalgebra End
6(X) is canonically isomorphic to C. This has
been called the reconstruction theorem. Also if C is an abelian category and
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X: C  Vectf is an exact faithful functor then C is canonically equivalent to
Comodf (End
6(X )) [JS91Section 7, Theorem 3], and this has been called
the representation theorem.
Of course, coalgebras and their representations are studied in categories
more general than the category of vector spaces. Indeed, coalgebras in the
category of comodules over some bialgebra are often studied; see [KS97,
Section III.10.2] and [Par96] for examples. Dually, one may consider
coalgebras in the category of modules over some bialgebra, and Klimyk
and Schmu dgen [KS97, Section III.10.2.3] use these coalgebras to con-
struct the quantum double of a bialgebra. Super Hopf algebras [KS97,
Section I.1.2.9] are precisely Hopf algebras in the category of Z2 -graded
vector spaces and have been used to discuss commutation relations
between observables of physical systems. Noncommutative differential
geometry studies algebras in the category of comodules over a bialgebra
[KS97, Part IV]. The much studied h-adic quantum groups are coalgebras
(with extra structure) in the category of topologically free C[[h]]-modules
[Kas95, Part XVI]. These examples are not coalgebras in the category of
vector spaces and consequently many papers, including [HO97, Sch92b,
Par77, DS97, Bes97, Maj93, Par96], have examined coalgebras and
Tannaka duality in an arbitrary monoidal category.
Quantum groups are coalgebras equipped with certain extra structure,
and their categories of representations have been instrumental in the con-
struction of 3-dimensional topological quantum field theories [Ati89,
Wit88]. The construction of nontrivial 4-dimensional topological quantum
field theories is an outstanding problem [Ati89] and has led some authors
to generalize Tannaka duality to the several-object case. A one-object
category is just a monoid and so one sometimes speaks loosely of
categories as being several-object monoids. One may thus ask what should
be several-object coalgebras. Several possible definitions have been given in
[DS97, CF94, BM94]; we follow the one given in [DS97].
This paper generalizes the reconstruction and representation theorems of
Tannaka duality by replacing the category of vector spaces by an arbitrary
monoidal category and replacing coalgebras by their several-object
analogue. In this paper we do not restrict our attention to finite dimen-
sional representations as classical Tannaka duality does. This will,
however, be considered in [McC99c].
We proceed as follows. For a monoidal category V, the 2-category
Vop-Cat of Vop-categories is recalled and it is observed that a Vop-
category with exactly one object is a coalgebra in V, so that an object of
Vop-Cat may be considered to be a several-object coalgebra. For a Vop-
category C, the category Comod(C) of C-comodules is then recalled. This
category is equipped with a family |c : Comod(C)  V of evaluation
functors indexed by the objects of C. When C is a coalgebra, the category
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Comod(C) is the usual category of representations of C and the only
evaluation functor is the usual forgetful functor.
It was observed in [Par81] that if C is a coalgebra, M is a C-comodule
and V is an object of V then the arrow V$: VM  VMC equips
VM with the structure of a C-comodule. This is the value at the object
(V, M) of a functor V_Comod(C)  Comod(C) which is associative and
unital up to coherent isomorphism. It was also noted that any functor
Comod(C)  Comod(D) that respects both the forgetful functors and the
above described action is given by corestriction along a unique coalgebra
morphism C  D. Thus in Section 3, a 2-category V-Act is defined whose
objects are categories equipped with an action of V. The objects of V-Act
are called V-actegories and for a Vop-actegory C, the category Comod(C)
is a V-actegory in a manner generalizing [Par81]. A 2-category V-ActV
is then constructed whose objects consist of a V-actegory equipped with a
family of morphisms into V and a 2-functor
Comod: Vop-Catop  V-ActV
is defined whose value on a Vop-category C is its V-actegory of represen-
tations equipped with its family of evaluation functors. In Section 4, this
2-functor is shown to be bi-fully-faithful and it is shown that objects of
V-ActV satisfying a certain smallness condition admit a bireflection E
into Vop-Catop. Of course, Comod(C) satisfies this condition, and the
canonical arrow C  E(Comod(C)) is an isomorphism; this is the
reconstruction theorem.
Section 5 uses Street’s comonadicity theorem [Str72] to characterize
those objects of V-ActV that are equivalent to Comod(C) for some Vop-
category C, in terms of the existence of right adjoints and the existence and
preservation of certain limits called cocentipedes. This is the representation
theorem, and it is applied in Section 6, where sufficient conditions on a
small R-linear category are provided to ensure that its category of
presheaves is equivalent to the category of representations of some
R-coalgebra. In particular, we construct an R-coalgebra whose category of
representations is equivalent to the category of chain complexes over R.
This coalgebra was first discovered in [Par81].
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF COALGEBROIDS
In this section, Vop-categories and their categories of representations are
defined. It is observed that a Vop-category with exactly one object is a
comonoid in V and the category of representations of such a Vop-category
is the usual category of comodules for a comonoid. A 2-category CatV
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is constructed and a 2-functor Comod: Vop-Catop  CatV is defined
whose value on a Vop-category is its category of representations.
Let V=(V,  , I, a, r, l ) be a monoidal category. For convenience, we
write as if V were a strict monoidal category; this is allowable by the
coherence theorem of Mac Lane [Mac71, Section VII.2]. The opposite
category Vop of V is a monoidal category with the same tensor product
as V, but with associativity and unit isomorphisms taken to be the inverse
of those of V. We may thus consider the 2-category Vop-Cat of categories
enriched in Vop [Kel82]. Objects, arrows, and 2-cells of this 2-category
are called Vop-categories, Vop-functors and Vop-natural transformations
respectively. For reference, we now provide a concrete description of this
2-category.
A Vop-category C consists of a set obj(C) of objects, an object C(a, b)
of V for each pair of objects of C, an arrow $: C(a, c)  C(b, c)C(a, b)
of V for each triple of objects of C, and an arrow =: C(a, a)  I of V for
each object of C. These arrows are required to be coassociative and
counital, which is to say that the following diagrams commute.
The objects C(a, b) are called hom-objects and the arrows $ and = are called
cocompositions and counits respectively. If C and D are Vop-categories,
then a Vop-functor F: C  D consists of a function F=obj(F ): obj(C) 
obj(D) together with an arrow F: D(Fa, Fb)  C(a, b) of V for each pair
of objects of C, subject to the following two axioms.
If F, G: C  D are Vop-functors then a Vop-natural transformation : from
F to G consists of an object-indexed family of arrows :a : D(Fa, Ga)  I
satisfying the following axiom.
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Example 2.1. Comonoids. A Vop-category with one object is precisely
a comonoid in V and a Vop-functor between Vop-categories with one
object is precisely a comonoid morphism in the other direction. Thus a
Vop-category may be thought of as a ‘‘coalgebroid’’ or a ‘‘coalgebra with
several objects’’ and we consider Vop-Catop to be the appropriate
2-category for their study [DS97].
We now consider categories of representations of Vop-categories. Day
and Street [DS97] define for any V-categories A and B, a category
V-Mod(A, B) of modules (also known as distributors, or profunctors)
from A to B. This category is well defined even when V is not closed. Let
I be the unit Vop-category; thus I has one object, the only hom-object is
the unit object of V, and the cocomposition and counit are given by
the unit isomorphism and the identity morphism respectively. For a
Vop-category C, define Comod(C) to be Vop-Mod(I, C). We often call
Comod(C) the category of representations of C. Objects and arrows of
Comod(C) are called C-comodules and C-comodule morphisms, respectively.
A C-comodule M amounts to an obj(C)-indexed family Ma of objects of V
equipped with arrows $: Ma  Mb C(a, b) of V, called coactions, satisfy-
ing the following two axioms.
The object Ma is called the component of M at a. If M and N are C-com-
odules, then a C-comodule morphism f: M  N amounts to an obj(C)-
indexed family fa : Ma  Na of arrows of V satisfying the following axiom.
For each object a of C, there is a functor |a : Comod(C)  V, called
evaluation at a, whose value on a C-comodule M is the component of M
at a.
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Example 2.2. Comonoid Representations. Observe that when C is a
comonoid, that is, a Vop-category with one object, then Comod(C) is the
usual category of C-comodules, and the only evaluation functor |:
Comod(C)  V is the usual forgetful functor.
Example 2.3. The regular representations of a Vop-category. If C is a
Vop-category, and d is an object of C, then there is a C-comodule Cd
whose component Cd (a) at a is C(a, d ) and whose coactions are given by
cocomposition. The coassociativity and counit axioms for C imply that C d
is indeed a C-comodule. It is called the regular representation of C at d.
Now suppose F: C  D is a Vop-functor. Define a functor F
*
:
Comod(D)  Comod(C), called corestriction along F, as follows. If M is a
D-comodule, then F
*
M is the obj(C)-indexed family MFa equipped with
the coactions
MFa w
$ MFbD(Fa, Fb) ww
MFbF MFbC(a, b),
and if f: M  N is a C-comodule morphism, then F
*
f is the obj(C)-
indexed family fFa . Note that F b |a=|Fa for all objects a of C. Now sup-
pose :: F O G is a Vop-natural transformation. For each object c of C and
each C-comodule M, define an arrow (:
*
M )c : (F*M)c  (G*M )c in V to
be the composite
MFc w
$ MGcM(Fc, Gc) www
MGc: MGc .
The obj(C)-indexed family (:
*
M )c defines an arrow :*M: F*M  G*M in
Comod(C) which is the component at M of a natural transformation
:
*
: F
*
O G
*
.
We now wish to define a 2-functor whose value on a Vop-category is its
category of representations equipped with its family of evaluation functors.
The codomain CatV of this 2-functor is constructed by Gray-categorical
means and an object of CatV will consist of a category A, a set X and
an X-indexed family of functors _x : A  V. This construction was
suggested by S. G. Lack.
We first recall the symmetric monoidal closed category Gray. Let Gray0
denote the category of 2-categories and 2-functors, and let Gray denote the
symmetric monoidal closed category whose underlying category is Gray0
and whose tensor product is the Gray tensor product; see for example
[DS97]. Recall that for 2-categories K and L, the internal hom [K, L]
is the 2-category of 2-functors, pseudonatural transformations and
modifications from K to L. A Gray-category is a Gray-enriched category
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in the sense of [Kel82], and may be considered to be a semi-strict tri-
category [GPS95]. In particular, every 3-category may be considered to be
a Gray-category.
There is a factorization system [FK72] (E, M) on the category Gray0 .
The class E consists of those 2-functors that are bijective on objects and
bijective on arrows, and the class M consists of those 2-functors that are
locally fully-faithful.
Let D be the free category on the graph a  c  b. Every category may
be considered as a 3-category with no non-identity 2-cells or 3-cells, and
every 3-category may be considered as a Gray-category, and we now con-
sider D as a Gray-category in this way. To give a Gray-functor
S: D  Gray amounts to giving a diagram Ta  Tc  Tb of 2-categories
and 2-functors. Let 1 denote the terminal 2-category, and let 2 denote the
locally discrete 2-category with two objects x and y, and with exactly one
non-identity arrow x  y. Let J: D  Gray be the Gray-functor defined by
x: 1  2  1: y, where x and y are named by their value on the only object
of 1. If T: D  Gray is a Gray-functor, then we may consider the limit of
T weighted by J in the usual sense of enriched category theory [Kel82,
Chapter 3]; this is a 2-category [J, T ] equipped with a Gray-natural
isomorphism
Gray(K, [J, T ])$[D, Gray](J, Gray(K, T)).
The universal property of [J, T ] provides 2-functors p: [J, T ]  Ta and
q: [J, T ]  Tb.
We now define the 2-category CatV. Let Set be the locally discrete
2-category whose underlying category is the category of sets and let D:
Set  Cat be the evident 2-functor whose value on a set X is the discrete
category with X as its set of objects. Let T: D  Gray be defined by the
following diagram,2
Cat www
Cat(&, &)
Catop ww
Dop
Setop
and let p: [J, T ]  Cat be the induced 2-functor. Define a 2-category
CatV to be the 2-category appearing in the factorization
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2 Here, and in later sections, we are taking the liberty of ignoring issues of size. This can
be rectified by an appropriate change of universe.
with E bijective on objects and bijective on arrows, and M locally fully-
faithful. While we do not use this abstract construction of V-ActV in this
paper, it will be used in the sequel [McC99b].
The 2-category CatV may be described explicitly as follows [McC99a,
Section 1.1]. An object (A, X, _) consists of a category A, a set X and an
X-indexed family of functors _x : A  V. An arrow (T, t, .):(A, X, _) 
(B, Y, _) consists of a functor T: A  B, a function t: Y  X and a
Y-indexed family .y : _y b T O _ty of invertible natural transformations. A
2-cell (T, t, .) O (S, s, ) is simply a natural transformation from T to S.
Define a 2-functor Comod: Vop-Catop  CatV as follows. The value of
Comod at an object C of Vop-Catop is (Comod(C), obj(C), |) where for
each c # obj(C), the functor |c : Comod(C)  V is evaluation at c. If
F: C  D is a Vop-functor, then Comod(F ) is defined to be (F
*
, obj(F ),
id). Finally, if :: F O G is a Vop-natural transformation, then Comod(:) is
defined to be :
*
. This assignment respects compositions, so indeed defines
a 2-functor.
The first aim of this paper is to reconstruct a Vop-category C from the
object Comod(C) of CatV. It turns out, however, that CatV is not a
‘‘sensitive enough’’ 2-category for this reconstruction, and the action of V
on Comod(C) must be considered. This is the subject of the next section.
3. V-ACTEGORIES
The 2-category V-Act is defined in this section. The objects of V-Act
are called V-actegories and may be considered to be representations of V.
If C is a Vop-category then it is shown that Comod(C) is a V-actegory
and the evaluation functors are morphism of V-actegories. A coherence
theorem for V-actegories is proved and the 2-category of V-actegories
is shown to have all flexible colimits. Finally, a 2-functor Comod:
Vop-Catop  V-ActV is defined whose value on a Vop-category is its
V-actegory of representations equipped with its family of forgetful
functors.
For a monoidal category V, let 7V denote the suspension of V; that
is, 7V is the bicategory with one object, whose only hom-category is V,
and with composition given by the monoidal structure on V. Let V-Act
denote the 2-category hom(7V, Cat) of homomorphisms of bicategories,
pseudonatural transformations and modifications [Be n67] from 7V to
Cat. Denote the cartesian product of categories by juxtaposition. An object
of V-Act is called a V-actegory and it amounts to a category A equipped
with a functor  : VA  A, called the action of V on A, and iso-
morphisms
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called the associativity and unit isomorphisms respectively, satisfying the
following two coherence axioms.
Note that the other unit axiom may be derived from the above two by
repeating verbatim the argument appearing in [JS93, Proposition 1.1]. A
V-actegory is said to be strict if its associativity and unit isomorphisms are
identities. A 1-cell in V-Act is called a morphism of V-actegories, and if A
and B are V-actegories then a morphism of V-actegories from A to B
amounts to a pair (F, f ) where F: A  B is a functor and f is a natural
isomorphism
satisfying the following two coherence axioms.
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The pair (F, f ) will usually be denoted by F, but observe that f is not
uniquely determined by F. The isomorphism f is called the structure
isomorphism of F and F is called a strict morphism when its structure
isomorphism is the identity. A 2-cell in V-Act is called a transformation of
V-actegories, and if F and G are morphisms with common domain and
codomain then a transformation of V-actegories : from F to G is a natural
transformation : from F to G satisfying the following axiom.
Evaluation at the only object of 7V provides a 2-functor U: V-Act  Cat
called the forgetful 2-functor. Let SMonCat be the 2-category of monoidal
categories, strong monoidal functors, and monoidal transformations
[JS93]. Note that there is a 2-functor -Act=hom(7&, Cat): SMonCatop
 2-Cat whose value on a monoidal category V is V-Act.
There is another useful description of V-Act. The monoidal structure on
V equips the 2-functor T=V_&: Cat  Cat with the structure of a
pseudomonad [Mar97] on Cat, and the 2-category T-psAlg of pseudo-T-
algebras, pseudo-morphisms, and algebra 2-cells, may be identified with
V-Act.
Example 3.1. The regular representation of V. The regular representa-
tion of V furnishes V with the structure of a V-actegory. The V-action
of V on itself is  : V_V  V and the associativity and unit isomor-
phisms are just the associativity and unit isomorphisms for the monoidal
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structure. The axioms for a V-actegory are satisfied since they are in this
case the axioms for a monoidal category.
Example 3.2. Representations of comonoids [Par81]. Let C be a com-
onoid in V. For objects X of V and M of Comod(C), the object XM
of V has a C-coaction given by X$. This clearly extends to a functor
 : V_Comod(C)  Comod(C). The associativity and left unit isomor-
phisms of V induce associativity and unit isomorphisms for this action,
and these isomorphisms clearly satisfy the coherence axioms.
In a similar manner, if A=(A, +, ’) is a monoid in V then the category
of representations Mod(A) of A is a V-actegory. This example will be
generalized in Example 3.4 when categories of modules are considered.
Example 3.3. Representations of Vop-categories. Let C be a Vop-
category, M be a C-comodule and V be an object of V. The family VMa
is a C-comodule with coactions V$ : VMa  VMb C(a, b), and
this is the value of a functor V_Comod(C)  Comod(C) at the pair
(V, M) which makes Comod(C) into a V-actegory. This action is called
the pointwise action. Notice that each |a : Comod(C)  V is a strict
morphism of V-actegories.
Example 3.4. Categories of modules. Let A be a small V-category and
I be the unit V-category. Define Mod(A) to be the category V-Mod(A, I )
of V-modules from A to I [DS97]. When V is closed Mod(A) may be
identified with the ordinary category V-Cat(A, V) of V-functors and
V-natural transformations from A to V. An object of Mod(A) is called an
A-module and it amounts to an obj(A)-indexed family Ma of objects of V
equipped with arrows Ma A(b, a)  Mb , called the actions, which are
required to be associative and unital. Note that if A is a one-object
V-category, then A may be identified with a monoid in V and Mod(A)
may be identified with the usual category of A-modules. There is an evident
pointwise action of V on Mod(A).
More examples may be found in [McC99a, Part 1.2]. We now provide
some elementary propositions on the 2-category V-Act, however, these
results will not be required in this paper. First, we prove a coherence
theorem for V-actegories. It is well known that every monoidal category
V is monoidally equivalent to a strict monoidal category strV [JS93].
Since -Act: MonCatop  2-Cat is a 2-functor, this equivalence induces
an equivalence of 2-categories V-Act&strV-Act. Now suppose V is a
strict monoidal category. Let V-StrAct denote the full (and locally full)
sub-2-category of V-Act consisting of the strict V-actegories, and let I:
V-StrAct  V-Act denote the inclusion.
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Proposition 3.5. The 2-functor I: V-StrAct  V-Act is a biequivalence
of 2-categories.
Proof. The Yoneda Lemma for bicategories [Str80] states that for any
bicategory B and any homomorphism T: B  Cat, evaluation at the iden-
tity for each object b # B provides the components
hom(B, Cat)(B(b, &), T)  Tb
of a pseudonatural transformation, which is an equivalence in
hom(B, Cat). Now, if B is a 2-category then hom(B, Cat)(B(b, &), T ) is
a 2-functor. Taking B to be 7V implies that every V-actegory is equiv-
alent to a strict V-actegory. K
The following proposition may be easily proved, and implies that V-Act
has all flexible colimits [BKPS89, Proposition 4.8].
- Proposition 3.6. The 2-category V-Act is pseudococomplete and all
idempotents in V-Act split.
We now return to the representation of Vop-categories. Define a
2-category V-ActV as follows. Let J: D  Gray be the Gray-functor
described in Section 2.. Let T: D  Gray be defined by
V-Act wwwwV-Act(&, V) Catop wwD
op
Setop,
where V is equipped with the V-actegory structure described in Example
3.1, and let p: [J, T ]  V-Act be the induced 2-functor. Define a
2-category V-ActV to be the 2-category appearing in the factorization
with E bijective on objects and bijective on arrows, and M locally fully faithful.
The 2-category V-ActV may be described explicitly as follows
[McC99a, Section 1.1]. An object (A, X, _) of V-ActV consists of a V-
actegory A, a set X and an X-indexed family _x : A  V of morphism of
V-actegories. An arrow (F, t, .): (A, X, _)  (B, Y, _) consists of a
morphism of V-actegories F: A  B, a function t: Y  X and a family
.y : _y b F O _ty of invertible transformations of V-actegories. A 2-cell
(F, t, .) O (G, s, ) is simply a transformation of V-actegories from F to G.
This 2-category is related to the category U(V) described in [Par96],
[Sch92b], and [Sch92a]. Indeed, if V-ActV denotes the full sub-2-category
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consisting of those objects (A, X, _) of V-ActV where X is the terminal
set, then the classifying category [Be n67] of V-ActV is precisely U (V).
Example 3.3 shows that if C is a Vop-category, then Comod(C) is a V-acte-
gory in a natural way and that the forgetful functors |a :Comod(C)  V are
strict morphisms of V-actegories. Thus (Comod(C), obj(C), |) is an object
of V-ActV, which we shall often denote by Comod(C). If F: C  D is a
Vop-functor, then F
*
is a strict a morphism of V-actegories and
|c b F*=|Fc for all objects c of C, so that (F* , obj(F ), id): (Comod(D),
obj(D), |)  (Comod(C), obj(C), |) is an arrow of V-ActV. Finally, if
:: F  G is a Vop-natural transformation, then :
*
: (F
*
, obj(F ), id)
O (G
*
, obj(G), id) is a 2-cell in V-ActV. The above-described assignment
respects compositions and so defines a 2-functor Comod: Vop-Catop 
V-ActV. This 2-functor is the principal object of study in this paper.
4. THE LEFT BIADJOINT OF COMOD
In this section, the 2-functor Comod: Vop-Catop  V-ActV is shown
to be bi-fully-faithful, and it is shown that objects of V-ActV satisfying
a certain smallness condition admit a bireflection into Vop-Catop.
Let W be the ordinary category V-Act(V, V) of endomorphisms of the
V-actegory V. Composition makes W into a monoidal category. Define a
functor 9: V-Act(V, V)  V to be evaluation at the unit object I of V.
If F, G are objects of V-Act(V, V) define an invertible arrow F, G : 9F
9G  9(FG ) to be G(r&1) b g&1FI : FIGI  G(FII )  G(FI ), and
define I : I  9(id) to be the identity.
Lemma 4.1. With data as above 9: W  V is an equivalence of
monoidal categories.
Note that Lemma 4.1 is a coherence theorem in that W is a strict
monoidal category.
Corollary 4.2. The strong monoidal functor 9 induces an equivalence
of 2-categories 9
*
: Wop-Cat  Vop-Cat.
Recall that adjunctions and extensions may be be defined in any
2-category K [KS74, SW78]. A right adjoint of an arrow f: K  L is an
arrow g: L  K and 2-cells ’: 1 O g b f and =: f b g O 1, called the unit and
counit, respectively, satisfying (= b f )( f b ’)=1 and (g b =)(’ b g)=1; these
equations are called the triangular identities. One calls f the left adjoint of
g. If h: K  N is an arrow with the same domain as f then the left extension
(also called the left Kan extension) of h along f is an arrow Lanf h: L  N
and a 2-cell h O Lanf h b f such that for any j: L  N, the function
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K (L, N )(Lanf h, j )  K (K, N )(h, j f ) given by composing with this 2-cell
is a bijection. Right adjoints and left extensions may not always exist, but
if they do, they are unique up to canonical isomorphism. It is well-known
that if f: K  L is an arrow with a right adjoint, then for all arrows
h: K  N of K the left extension Lanf h of h along f exists.
Lemma 4.3. If C is a Vop-category and a is an object of C, then the
morphism of V-actegories |a : Comod(C)  V has a right adjoint.
Proof. Let Ca be the regular representation of C at a as described in
Example 2.3. There is a morphism of V-actegories {a : V  Comod(C)
whose value on an object V of V is VCa. There is a natural transforma-
tion =: |a {a O id whose component at an object X # V is given by
X=: XC(a, a)  X. There is also a natural transformation ’: id  {a|a
whose component ’M : M  Ma Ca at the object M of Comod(C) has
components $: Mc  Ma C(c, a). The 2-cells = and ’ are transformations
of V-actegories and the triangle identities for an adjunction hold. K
Say an object (A, X, _) of V-ActV is cotractable if for each x, y # X
the left extension Lxy of _x along _y exists. Let Cotract denote the full sub-
2-category of V-ActV consisting of the cotractable objects. By Lemma
4.3, the 2-functor Comod: Vop-Catop  V-ActV factors through the sub-
2-category Cotract. We shall show that the 2-functor Comod: Vop-
Catop  Cotract has a left biadjoint [Str80].
If (A, X, _) is cotractable and x and y are elements of X, define
Lxy : V  V to be the left extension of _x along _y . Note that in general
this will not be a left extension in Cat. Define transformations of
V-actegories $: Lxy O Lxz Lzy and =: Lxx O V to be the unique transforma-
tions such that the following equations hold, respectively.
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Define a Wop-category L with X as a set of objects, L(x, y)=Lxy , and
cocompositions and counits as given above. The universal property of left
extensions then implies that the cocompositions are coassociative and
counital. We may also think of L as a ‘‘comonad with several objects,’’ and
this viewpoint will be employed in Section 5, where Street’s comonadicity
theorem [Str72] is used to characterize the image of Comod. Now define
E(A, X, _) to be 9
*
L where 9
*
: Wop-Cat  Vop-Cat is the 2-functor
described in Corollary 4.2. For brevity, we denote E(A, X, _) by E_. Thus
E_ has X as its set of objects, and for each x, y # X, the hom-object
E_(x, y) is given by Lxy(I ). Notice that Lemma 4.1 implies that
is the left extension of _x along _y .
We now describe the universal property of E_. For each object a of A,
the X-indexed family _x of morphisms of V-actegories provides an
X-indexed family _xa of objects of V, and the components of the universal
transformation u at a provide arrows u: _x a  _yaE_(x, y). These
arrows equip the family _x a with the structure of an E_-comodule. Also,
if f: a  b is an arrow of A, then the family _x f is an E_-comodule
morphism. This assignment preserves compositions, and so provides a
functor ’: A  Comod(E_). Furthermore, for each object V of V and each
x # X, the isomorphism _x(Va)$V_xa given by the structure
isomorphism of _x constitutes the component at x of an isomorphism of
E_-comodules V’(a)  ’(Va); this makes ’ into a morphism of
V-actegories. Also, |x b ’=_x for each x # X, so that (’, idX , id) is an
arrow in Cotract.
Lemma 4.4. For any Vop-category C, and any object (A, X, _) of
Cotract the functor ’* b Comod: Vop-Catop(E_, C)  Cotract((A, X, _),
Comod(C)) is an equivalence.
Proof. One may explicitly calculate its pseudoinverse; details may be
found in [McC99a, Section 1.3]. K
Proposition 4.5. The assignment (A, X, _) [ E_ extends to a homo-
morphism of bicategories E: Cotract  Vop-Catop which is the left biadjoint
of Comod: Vop-Catop  Cotract.
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The counit of this biadjunction is a Vop-functor =: C  E(Comod(C)). It
is the identity on objects, and on hom-objects, it is the unique arrow
=: E|(c, d )  C(c, d ) such that the following equation holds.
But by Lemma 4.3, the diagram on the left is a left extension, so the counit
is an isomorphism.
Recall that a homomorphism of bicategories T: K  L is said to be
bi-fully-faithful when for each pair of objects k and k$ of K, the functor
T: K (k, k$)  L(Tk, Tk$) is an equivalence of categories.
Proposition 4.6. The counit of the biadjunction of Proposition 4.5 is an
isomorphism, so Comod: Vop-Catop  V-ActV is bi-fully-faithful.
Proposition 4.6 shows that one can reconstruct a Vop-category from its
representations considered as an object of V-ActV. Since Comod:
Vop-Cat  V-ActV is bi-fully-faithful, the question arises: what is the
image of Comod? This is the subject of the next section.
5. THE IMAGE OF COMOD
In Section 4, the 2-functor Comod: Vop-Catop  Cotract was shown to
have a left biadjoint and to be bi-fully-faithful. This section is devoted to
characterizing its image. This will be achieved using Street’s comonadicity
theorem [Str72].
Recall that a monad on a category X is a monoid (T, +: TT O T, ’: I O T)
in the monoidal category of endofunctors of X [Mac71, Chapter VI].
Be nabou [Be n67] observed that a monad is precisely a lax functor
T: 1  Cat, where 1 is the terminal 2-category. Street [Str72] uses this
observation as a starting point to generalize the theory of monads and their
algebras by considering a lax functor T: A  Cat from any category A to
be a generalized monad. We require a slight generalization of the theory
described in [Str72] in that the codomain of the lax functor is V-Act and
not Cat. We also require the dual of monads, namely comonads.
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A chaotic category is a category such that each hom-set has exactly one
element. The chaotic category on a set A, denoted by Ach , is the unique
chaotic category with A as its set of objects. If K is a 2-category then colax
functor [Str72] T: Ach  K consists of an object Ta of K for each a # A,
an arrow Tab : Ta  Tb for each pair a, b # A, for each triple a, b, c # A, a
2-cell $: Tab O Tcb b Tac , called the comultiplication, and for each a # A,
a 2-cell =: Taa O id, called the counit, subject to the evident coassociativity
and counit axioms. Thus a colax functor from a chaotic category may be
considered to be a distributed, or several-object, comonad. While colax
functors may be defined where the domain is a general bicategory, we
restrict our attention to colax functors with the domain being a chaotic
category.
Example 5.1. The colax functor generated by a colax functor and a
family of arrows. Let T: Ach  K be a colax functor, and fa : Ta  Ka be
an A-indexed family of arrows of K such that for each pair a, b # A, the left
extension of fb Tab along fa exists. Define a colax functor L: Ach  K as
follows. For each a # A define La to be Ka . For each pair a, b # A define Lab
to be the left extension Lab of fbTab along fa . For each triple a, b, c # A,
define the comultiplication Lab O Lcb b Lac to be the unique 2-cell such that
the following equation holds.
For each a # A define the counit Laa O id to be the unique 2-cell such that
the following equation holds.
A calculation with left extensions shows that this indeed defines a colax
functor.
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Example 5.2. The colax functor generated by a colax functor and a
family of adjunctions. Let T: Ach  K be a colax functor. Let fa : Ta  Ka
be an A-indexed family of arrows with right adjoints ga : Ka  Ta. It
follows that for any pair a, b # A the left extension of fbTab along fa exists.
Thus by Example 5.1 there is a colax functor L: A  K with La=Ka for
all a # A. One calls L the colax functor generated by T and the adjunction
f &| g. In particular, if fa : K  Ka is an A-indexed family of arrows with
right adjoints ga , then there is a colax functor L: Ach  K generated by
the constant colax functor at K and the adjunction f &| g.
Example 5.3. Cotractable objects of V-ActV. Suppose (A, X, _) is
cotractable. Since each _x has a right adjoint, by Example 5.2 there is a
colax functor T: Xch  V-Act with Tx=V for all x # X and Txy is the left
extension of _x along _y . This example was described in Section 4.
We now consider coalgebras for a colax functor. Let T: Ach  K be a
colax functor, let K be an object of K and let 2K be the constant colax
functor at K. Write Coalg(K, T ) for the category RightColax(Ach , K)(2K,
T ) of right colax transformations from 2K to T, and their morphisms
[Str72, p. 7]. Explicitly, an object of Coalg(K, T) is called a K-based
T-coalgebra and it consists of an A-indexed family Ma : K  Ta of arrows
equipped with a family of 2-cells $: Ma O Tba b Mb , called the coactions,
satisfying the evident coassociativity and counit axioms. If M and N are
two K-based T-coalgebras, then an arrow in Coalg(K, T ) from M to N is
called a K-based T-coalgebra morphism and it amounts to an A-indexed
family of 2-cells fa : Ma O Na which respects the T-coactions.
Example 5.4. The Regular representations of a colax functor. If T :
Ach  K is a colax functor, then for each a # A there is a Ta-based
T-coalgebra called the regular representation of T with respect to a. The
arrows Ta  Tb are just Tab and the coactions are the comultiplications.
If f: K  K$ is an arrow in K, then composition with f induces a functor
f *: Coalg(K$, T )  Coalg(K, T ), and if :: f O g is a 2-cell in K then com-
position with : provides a natural transformation :*: f * O g*. Thus there
is a 2-functor Coalg(&, T ): Kop  Cat. It is equal to the 2-functor
RightColax(Ach , K)(2&, T ). The EilenbergMoore object of T is a
representing object Coalg(T) for a representation K (&, Coalg(T))$
Coalg(&, T) of this 2-functor. This means that Coalg(T ) is a T-coalgebra
with a 1- and a 2-dimensional universal property. The 1-dimensional
property states that if M is a K-based T-coalgebra then there exists a
unique arrow cM : K  Coalg(T ), called the comparison, such that the
following equation holds for all a, b # A.
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The 2-dimensional property states that if f: M  N is a morphism of
K-based T-coalgebras, then there exists a unique 2-cell cf : cM O cN such
that fa=Ua b cf for all a # A. In general, EilenbergMoore objects need not
exist; one says that K admits the construction of EilenbergMoore objects
if for all colax functors T (not neccesarily with chaotic domain) there exists
a representation of Coalg(&, T ). The existence of EilenbergMoore objects
is a 2-completeness property of K. EilenbergMoore objects are unique up
to isomorphism, not just equivalence.
Proposition 5.5. The 2-category Cat admits the construction of
EilenbergMoore objects [Str72, Theorem 3].
The following explicit description of EilenbergMoore objects in Cat is
possible. Let T: Ach  Cat be a colax functor. Let Coalg(T ) denote the
category whose objects are A-indexed families of objects Ma of Ta
equipped with coassociative, counital coactions Ma  TbaMb . An arrow in
f: M  N is an A-indexed family of arrows fa : Ma  Na commuting with
the respective coactions. There are evident evaluation functors
Ua : Coalg(T)  Ta and the coactions induce a family of natural transfor-
mations Ua O Tba b Ub . Notice that Coalg(T )=RightColax(Ach ,Cat)
(21, T) where 1 denotes the terminal category.
Proposition 5.6. Let T: Ach  K a colax functor for which the
EilenbergMoore object exists. Then each Ua : Coalg(T )  Ta has a right
adjoint Va , moreover, the colax functor generated by the constant colax
functor at Coalg(T) and the adjunction U&|V is T.
Corollary 5.7. If K admits EilenbergMoore objects, then for every
colax functor T: Ach  K there exists an A-indexed family of arrows
fa : K  Ta with right adjoints ga : Ta  K such that T is the colax functor
generated by the constant colax functor at K and the adjunction f &| g.
We now consider comonadicity for colax functors. This is a special case
of the situation described in [Str72]. Let fa : K  Ta be an A-indexed
family of arrows in K such that for all pairs a, b # A the left extension Lab
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of fa along fb exists. Let T: Ach  K be the colax functor generated by tha
family of arrows fa . Clearly the arrows fa : K  Ta make f into a K-based
T-coalgebra. If Coalg(T) exists, then call the family fa of arrows comonadic
if the comparison c: K  Coalg(T ) is an equivalence. Street [Str72] charac-
terized comonadic families of arrows in Cat in terms of existence of
adjoints and preservation of certain limits called centipedes. Before describ-
ing his result we make an improvement on the notion of a split cocentipede.
Let A be a set. Define the category Cocent(A) to be the free category on
the graph with vertex set A+A2 and a single edge from b to (b, d ) and
from d to (b, d ) for each pair (b, d ) of elements of A. The non-identity
arrows of Cocent(A) are of the form m: b  (b, d)  d: n, where b and
d are elements of A. There are no non-trivial compositions. A functor
P: Cocent(A)  D is called an A-cocentipede in D and a limit for P is a
called a universal reflection of the A-cocentipede P. If P: Cocent(A)  D is
an A-cocentipede and c # A then P is said to be c-split when there exists an
object X of D and arrows
pb : X wwP(b)
s: P(c) wwX
tb : P(b, c) wwP(b)
for all b # A such that the following four diagrams commute for all b, d
in A.
The arrows pb , s, and tb are called a c-splitting of P. Notice that when A
has a single element c, then a cocentipede P in D is a parallel pair of
arrows, a c-splitting for P is a splitting for that pair [Mac71].
Lemma 5.8. Suppose P is a c-split cocentipede. Then the arrows
pb : X  P(b) exhibit X as a universal reflection of the A-cocentipede
P: Cocent(A)  D.
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Suppose P: Cocent(A)  D is an A-cocentipede in D and c # A. Then P
is said to be c-contractible (cf. [Mac71, Part VI.6 Exercise 2]) if there exist
arrows tb : P(b, c)  P(b) for all b # A, such that for all b, d # A the
following diagrams commute.
If P is a c-contractible cocentipede in D, then define an endomorphism
ec : P(c)  P(c) to be tc b P(n). It is straightforward to see that ec is idem-
potent.
Proposition 5.9. Let P be an A-cocentipede in D and c # A. Then P is
c-split if and only if it is c-contractible and the idempotent ec splits.
Suppose F=Fa : D  Ea is an A-indexed family of functors. An A-cocen-
tipede P: Cocent(A)  D in D is said to be F-split when each FaP is a-split
in Ea . The family F is said to create universal reflections of A-cocentipedes
for which it splits when for all F-split cocentipedes P: Cocent(A)  D, there
exists a unique reflection h: 2H  P of P such that for all c # A, FcH=Xc
and for all pairs b, c # A, pbc=Echb , moreover, this reflection is required to
be universal.
The following theorems [Str72, Theorems 10 and 11] generalize the
celebrated Beck comonadicity theorems.
Theorem 5.10. Let A be a set and let Fa : D  Ea be an A-indexed
family of functors for which the left extension of Fa along Fb exists for all
pairs a, b # A. Let T: Ach  Cat be the induced colax functor. The com-
parison c: D  Coalg(T) is an isomorphism if and only if each Fa has a right
adjoint and F creates universal reflections of A-cocentipedes for which it
splits.
Theorem 5.11. In the notation of Theorem 5.10, the family F is com-
onadic if and only if each Fa has a right adjoint, D has all universal reflec-
tions of F-split A-cocentipedes, and each Fa preserves and reflects them.
We now consider EilenbergMoore objects in V-Act and their preserva-
tion and reflection by the forgetful 2-functor U: V-Act  Cat. For the rest
of this section, we often denote a morphism of V-actegories F: A  B by
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its full name, namely (F, f ) where f is the structure isomorphism of F.
Recall that V-Act may be identified with the 2-category of pseudo-algebras
for the pseudomonad T=V_&. The following results may be generalized
to pseudo-algebras for pseudo-monads on Cat.
Lemma 5.12. The forgetful 2-functor U: V-Act  Cat reflects iso-
morphisms and equivalences.
Proposition 5.13. The 2-category V-Act has all EilenbergMoore
objects and the forgetful 2-functor U: V-Act  Cat preserves and reflects
them.
Proof. Let T: Ach  V-Act be a colax functor and let Coalg(UT) be
the EilenbergMoore object of UT as described immediately after Theorem
5.5. Define an action of V on Coalg(UT ) as follows. If V # V and
M # Coalg(UT ) then for each a # A define (VM)a to be VMa . The
coaction on VM is given by
VMa www
VTab VTabMb&Tab (VMb).
Each |a : Coalg(UT )  Ta is a strict morphism of V-actegories, and the
T-coactions are transformations of V-actegories. Thus Coalg(UT )
becomes a T-coalgebra. Now suppose (Ga : A  Ta , $) is another T-co-
algebra. Applying U to this gives a UT-coalgebra, and hence the com-
parison c: A  Coalg(UT ). The isomorphisms Ga(VA)$VGa(A)
make c into a morphism of V-actegories, and c is unique with the desired
property. Also, Coalg(UT ) has the relevant universal property for 2-cells so
that Coalg(UT ) is an EilenbergMoore object for T. Thus V-Act admits
EilenbergMoore objects and U preserves them, and since U: V-Act  Cat
reflects isomorphisms, it also reflects EilenbergMoore objects. K
Lemma 5.14. An A-indexed family (Fa , fa): A  Ba of V-actegory
morphisms is comonadic if and only if each (Fa , fa) has a right adjoint and
the family Fa : UA  UBa of functors is comonadic.
Proof. Suppose the family (F, f )=(Fa , fa)a # A is comonadic. By
Proposition 5.6, each (Fa , fa) has a right adjoint. Since any 2-functor
preserves adjunctions, the colax functor S: Ach  Cat induced by the family
F=(Fa)a # A of functors is the composite of the colax functor induced by the
family (F, f ) of morphism of V-actegories with the forgetful 2-functor.
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Since the forgetful functor preserves EilenbergMoore objects the family F
is comonadic.
Conversely, suppose each (Fa , fa) has a right adjoint and the family of
functors Fa : UA  UBa is comonadic. Again the colax functor S: Ach 
Cat induced by the family F=(Fa)a # A of functors is the composite of the
colax functor induced by the family (F, f ) of morphism of V-actegories
with the forgetful 2-functor. Since the forgetful 2-functor reflects equiva-
lences and EilenbergMoore objects the result follows. K
We now return to the characterization of the image of the bi-fully-
faithful 2-functor Comod: Vop-Catop  V-ActV. Let (A, X, _) be a
cotractable object of V-ActV and let T: Xch  V-Act be the colax
functor generated by the family of arrows _x .
Lemma 5.15. The EilenbergMoore object of T is given by Comod(E_),
and the comparison is the unit ’: A  Comod(E_) of the biadjunction of
Proposition 4.5.
Proof. Recall that the V-actegory morphism & E_(x, y): V  V is
the left extension of _x along _y for each x, y # X. There is a T-coalgebra
structure of Comod(E_) exhibited by the following diagram.
Here, |x is evaluation at x, and the 2-cell has components given by the
E_-coactions. This is precisely the description of the EilenbergMoore
object of T given by Proposition 5.13. The comparison is the unit of the
biadjunction because |x b ’=_x for all x # X and the comparison is the
unique arrow with this property. K
Corollary 5.16. The unit ’: A  Comod(E_) is an equivalence if and
only if the family of morphisms of V-actegories _a : A  V is comonadic.
Let Comonadic denote the full sub-2-category of V-ActV consisting of
those objects that are comonadic. By Lemma 5.14 and Theorem 5.11, these
are precisely the objects (A, X, _) such that each _x : A  V has a right
adjoint in V-Act, UA has all universal reflections of U_-split X-cocen-
tipedes, and each U_x preserves and reflects them.
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Theorem 5.17. The 2-functor Comod: Vop-Catop  V-ActV factors
through the sub-2-category Comonadic, and Comod: Vop-Catop 
Comonadic is a biequivalence of 2-categories.
Proof. By Corollary 5.16, Comod: Vop-Catop  V-ActV factors
through Comonadic. By Proposition 4.5, Comod: Vop-Catop  Comonadic
has a left biadjoint and by Proposition 4.6, the counit is an isomorphism.
By Corollary 5.16, the unit is an equivalence. This completes the proof. K
For completeness, we now describe the one-object case of Theorem 5.17.
Let Comon(V) be the 2-category of comonoids in V. Thus Comon(V) is
the full sub-2-category of Vop-Catop consisting of those Vop-categories
with one object. Let V-ActV be the full sub-2-category of V-ActV con-
sisting of those objects (A, X, _) where X is the terminal set. There is a bi-
fully-faithful 2-functor Comod: Comon(V)  V-ActV. Let Comonadic
denote the full sub-2-category of V-ActV consisting of the comonadic
objects. These are precisely those objects (A, _) such that _ has a right
adjoint in V-Act and U_: UA  UV is comonadic in the classical sense
[Mac71].
Theorem 5.18. The 2-functor Comod: Comon(V)  V-ActV factors
through the sub-2-category Comonadic, and Comod: Comon(V) 
Comonadic is a biequivalence of 2-categories.
6. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
Some examples of Vop-categories and their representations are examined
in this section. Sufficient conditions on a V-category A are provided to
ensure that Mod(A) is equivalent to the category of representations of
some Vop-category. This includes the construction of a comonoid in the
category of modules over a commutative ring R such that its category of
representation is equivalent to the category of chain complexes. This
comonoid was first described in [Par81].
First, we recall the dual of an object in a monoidal category. A left dual
of an object X of V is a left adjoint of X considered as an arrow of 7V.
Using the string calculus of [JS93], a left dual of X amounts an object Y
of V equipped with two arrows.
satisfying the following two equations.
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A left dual of an object may not exist, but it is unique up to canonical
isomorphism if it does, and the left dual of an object X is usually denoted
by X*. Observe that the unit isomorphims exhibit the unit of a monoidal
category as the left dual of itself. A module over a commutative ring has
a left dual precisely when it is finitely generated and projective [Str89], so
in particular a vector space has a left dual precisely when it is finite dimen-
sional.
Let A be a small V-category, and let Mod(A) be the V-actegory of
A-modules described in Example 3.4. Recall that when V is closed,
Mod(A) may be identified with the ordinary category V-Cat(A, V) of
V-functors and V-natural transformations form A to V.
Example 6.1. The regular representations. If a is an object of A, then
there is a module Aa whose component at an object b of A is A(b, a) and
whose actions given by the multiplications. The associativity and unit
axioms for A imply that Aa is indeed an A-module. It is called the regular
representation of A at a. When V is closed and braided, Aa is the image of
the object a under the Yoneda embedding, Y: Aop  [A, V].
Example 6.2. Dual regular representations. Suppose A has the
property that each A(a, b) has a left dual A(a, b)*. For each object a of A,
there is an A-module Aa* whose component at an object b of A is A(a, b)*,
and with actions given by the following diagram.
The A-module Aa* is called the dual regular representation of A at a.
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Example 6.3. The dual Vop-category of a V-category. Suppose A has
the property that each A(a, b) has a left dual A(a, b)*. Day and Street
[DS97] define a Vop-category A* as follows. The objects of A* are the
objects of A, and for each pair of objects a, b of A, the hom-object A*(a, b)
is A(b, a)*. The comultiplications and counits are given by the following
diagrams.
The Vop-category A* is called the dual of A.
Example 3.4 defines an action of V on Mod(A) equipping it with the
structure of a V-actegory. For each object a of A there is an evident
evaluation functor |a : Mod(A)  V which is a strict morphism of
V-actegories. Thus (Mod(A), obj(A), |) is an object of V-ActV.
Proposition 6.4. Suppose each A(a, b) has a left dual. Then the unit
’: (Mod(A), obj(A), |)  Comod(E|) of the biadjunction described in
Proposition 4.5 is an isomorphism.
Proof. This fact was essentially pointed out in [DS97, Example 12].
For each object a of A let Aa* be the the dual regular representation of A
at a. There is a morphism of V-actegories {a=8(Aa*): V  A whose value
on an object V of V is VAa* . For each A-module M and each pair (a, c)
of objects of A, define an arrow =: Mc  Ma A(a, c)* by the following
diagram.
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This arrow is the component at c of an A-module morphism
=: M  Ma Aa* which is the component at M of a transformation of
V-actegories =: id O {a|a . Also for each object V of V and each object a
of A, define an arrow ’: VA(a, a)  V by the following diagram.
This is the component at V of a transformation of V-actegories
=: |a {a O id. A calculation with string diagrams shows that the triangle
identities hold, so that {a is the right adjoint of |a . In particular,
(Mod(A), obj(A), |) is cotractable, so that E(Mod(A), obj(A), |) exists.
Denote this Vop-category by E.
The Vop-category E has the same objects as A, and Lemma 4.3 implies
that E is canonically isomorphic to A*. Finally if M is an A-module
then ’M is the obj(A)-indexed family Ma with coactions given by
so that ’ is clearly an isomorphism. K
Example 6.5. Graded R-modules. Let R be a commutative ring, and let
X be a set considered as a discrete category. Let RX be the free R-module
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enriched category on X. Thus RX has X as a set of objects and hom-objects
given by
RX(x, y)={R0
if x= y;
otherwise.
Clearly Mod(RX ) is isomorphic to the V-actegory of X-graded R-modules.
Since R has a left dual, Proposition 6.4 shows that the V-actegory of
X-graded R-modules is isomorphic to Comod((RX )*).
Example 6.6. Chain complexes. Let G be the free R-module enriched
category on the following graph.
} } } &2 w

&1 w

0 w

1 w

2 } } }
Let B be the quotient of G under the relation =0. Thus B has Z as its
set of objects, and hom-objects given by
R if m=n;
B(m, n)={R if m+1=n;0 otherwise.
Clearly Mod(B) is isomorphic to the V-actegory of chain complexes with
the pointwise V-action. Proposition 6.4 shows that the V-actegory of
chain complexes is isomorphic to Comod(B*).
Proposition 6.4 provides sufficient conditions for a module V-actegory
to be equivalent to the V-actegory of comodules for some Vop-category
such that the equivalence respects the evaluation functors. We now provide
sufficient conditions for a module V-actegory to be equivalent to the
V-actegory of comodules for some comonoid in V. This provides some
interesting examples of comonoids, including the coalgebra C such that
Comod(C) is equivalent to the category of chain complexes [Par81].
A cocomplete monoidal category is a monoidal category which is cocom-
plete as a category such that the tensor product preserves colimits in each
variable. A monoidal category which is left closed, right closed and cocom-
plete is clearly a cocomplete monoidal category. An additive monoidal
category is a monoidal category whose underlying category is additive,
such that the tensor product is additive in both variables. A cocomplete
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additive monoidal category is an additive monoidal category whose underly-
ing monoidal category is a cocomplete monoidal category. Clearly the
category of modules over a commutative ring is such a category.
Suppose V is a cocomplete additive monoidal category, and A is a small
V-category. There is a functor G: Mod(A)  V whose value on an object
M of Mod(A) is a Ma . For each A-module M and each object V of V the
canonical isomorphism a VMa  VaMa makes G: Mod(A)  V
into a morphism of V-actegories. Thus (Mod(A), 1, G ) is an object of
V-ActV.
Proposition 6.7. Let V be a cocomplete additive monoidal category
whose underlying additive category has direct sums. Suppose that V has all
equalizers and that they commute with sums. Suppose A is a small
V-category such that
(i) for all objects a and b of A, the hom-object A(a, b) has a left dual;
(ii) for all objects a of A, the set [b # obj(A) | A(b, a){0] is finite.
Then the unit ’: (Mod(A), 1, G)  ComodE(Mod(A), 1, G) of the biadjunc-
tion described in Proposition 4.5 is an equivalence.
Proof. Define an A-module 0 as follows. The component at an object
a of A is
0a= 
A(b, a){0
A(b, a)*.
This makes sense because by condition (ii) the indexing set is finite. For
each pair of objects a, c of A, the action +: 0a A(c, a)  0c is the unique
arrow such that the following diagram commutes for all objects b, d
in A.
Here, +bd is defined to be 0 if b{d and by the following if b=d.
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Let F: V  Mod(A) be the morphism of V-actegories whose value on an
object V of V is V0.
For each object V of V define =: GFV  V to be the unique arrow such
that the following diagram commutes for all objects a, b in A.
Here, =ab is defined to be 0 if a{b and by the following if a=b.
This arrow forms the component at V of a transformation of V-actegories
=: GF O id. If M is an A-module then for each object c of C, define an
arrow ’: Mc  (FGM )c to be the unique arrow making the following
diagram commutes for all objects a, b of A.
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Here =ab is defined to be 0 if a{b and by the following if a=b.
This arrow is the component at c of an A-module morphism ’: M  FGM
which is the component at M of a transformation of V-actegories
’: id O FG. The triangular identities hold, so that F is the left adjoint of G.
In particular, (Mod(A), 1, G ) is cotractable, so E(Mod(A), 1, G) exists.
Now since V has all equalizers, Mod(A) has all equalizers, and they are
calculated pointwise. Since equalizers commute with sums, G: Mod(A) 
V preserves equalizers. Thus by Theorem 5.18, the unit (Mod(A), 1, G ) 
Comod(E(Mod(A), 1, G)) is an equivalence. K
Note that the monoidal category of R-modules satisfies the conditions of
Proposition 6.7. The comonoid E(Mod(A), 1, G ) has an explicit descrip-
tion. The underlying object is
:
a

b
A(b, a)*.
The comultiplication $ is the unique arrow making the following diagram
commute for all objects a, b, c, d, e, f of A
Here $abcdef is defined by the following if d=e, c=a and f =b, and 0
otherwise.
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The counit = is the unique arrow such that the following diagram com-
mutes for all objects a, b in A.
Here, =ab is defined to be 0 if a{b and by the following if a=b.
Example 6.8. Graded R-modules. The R-module enriched category RX
described in Example 6.5 satisfies the conditions of Proposition 6.7, and the
comonoid constructed in Proposition 6.7 has the following description. The
underlying R-module is the free R-module FRX on the set X. The com-
ultiplication $: FRX  FR XFRX is given by $(x)=xx for all x # X,
and the counit =: FR X  R is given by =(x)=1.
Example 6.9. Chain complexes. The R-module enriched category B
described in Example 6.6 satisfies the conditions of Proposition 6.7, and the
comonoid constructed in Proposition 6.7 has the following description. The
underlying R-module is
R(x, y, y&1)(xy+ yx, x2),
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where R(a, b) means the noncommutative algebra generated by a and b.
The comultiplication is an algebra homomorphism, and defined by
$(x)=x1+ y&1x
$( y)=yy.
The counit is an algebra homomorphism and defined by
=(x)=0
=( y)=1.
This coalgebra was first described in [Par81] where it was also verified
that the category of chain complexes is equivalent to Comod(R(x, y, y&1)
(xy+ yx, x2)).
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